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Electric Corporation

Energy Systems Bri8 35 
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January 28. 1994 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Document Control Desk 
Washington. DC 20555 

(Gntlemen: 

Attached tor your information is a copy ot Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory letter 
NSAI.-94-001. dated January 20. 1994. This letter is being provided to you since it impacts 
information contained in NUlREG-143 I. "Standard Technical Specifications. Westinghouse Plants".  

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please direct them to Mr. H. A. Sepp at 
412/374-5282.  

Very truly yours.

N T Liparulo, Manager 
Nuclea- Safety and Regulatory Activities 
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Plants Affected

D C Cook 1 & 2 

J M Farley & 2 

Byron I & 2 

Braidwood I & 2 

V. C Summer I 

Zion i & 2 

Shearin Harris 1 

W B McGuire I & 2 

Catawha I & 2 

Beaver Val!ey 1 & 2 

Turkey Point 3 & 4 

Vctlle 1 & 2 

Indian Point 2 & 3 

Seahrook I 

Mtiltone 3 

Diablo Canyon 1 & 2 

Woll Creek 

Callaway I 

Comanche Peak 1 & 2 

South Texas I & 2 

Sequoyah I & 2 

North Anna 1 & 2 

Watts Bar I & 2 

Siiewell B 

Kori 1. 2, 3 & 4 

Yonggwang I & 2 

Salem I & 2
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Issue Description 

Westinghouse hias idenutied a deficiency in the basis for Technical Specification 3.7.1.1. This 

Techni.al Specification allows the plant to operate at a reduced power level with a reduced number of 

operable Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs). The deficiency is in the assumption that the maximum 

allo~wahlc inlual power level is a linear function of the available MSSV relief capacity. The linear 

function is identicl'd in the Bases Section for Technical Specification 3/4.7.1.1 and is provided as 

follows 

P X) - I Y )tVI V 109) SP -- _(I(_x ) 

X 

SP = RteduLed reactor trip setpint in 'r of RATED THERMAL POWER 

V = Maximum number ot inoperable safety valves per steam line 

X = Tota relieving capacity o•t all safety valves per steam line in Ibm/hour 

Y = Maximum relieving capacity of any one safety valve in Ibm/hour 

I l1) = Power range neutron flux-high trp setpoint for all loops in operation 

I nder certain conditmons and with typical safety analysis assumptions, a Loss of Load/Turbine Tnp 

transient from part-power condition, may result in overprcssun..aton of the main steam system when 

operating in accordance with this Techni,:al Specification. The following discussion describes the 

issue in more detail and provides recommended alternatives for addressing the issue.  

Technical Evaluation 

The Loss of Load/lurbine Trip (LOL/IT) event is analyzed in the FSAR to show that core protection 

margins are maintained DNBR) the RCS will not overpressurize, and the main s!eam system will not 

ovcrpressunrie The analysis assumes an immediate loss of steam relieving capability through the 

turbine and coincident loss of all main feedwater. No credit is taken for the direct reactor trip on 

turbine trip. since this trip would not be actuated for the case of a loss of steam load. Rather, the 

transient is terminated by a reactor trip on high pressurizer pressure, overtemperature AT. or low steam 

generator water level. Secondary side overpressure protection is provided by actuation of the Main 

Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs). which are designed to relieve at least full power nominal steam flow.  

The analysts verities that the MSSV capacity is sufficient to prevent secondary side pressure from 

exceeding 110 percent of the design pressure.
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The FSAR only analy/es the LOL/IT transient from the full power initial condition, with cases 
examining the effects of assuming primary side pressure control and different reactivity feedback 
conditions With fully operational MSSVs. it can he demonstrated that overpressure protection is 

provided for all initial power levels. However, for most plants. Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 allows 
operation with a reduced number of operable MSSVs at a reduced power level as determined by 
resetting the power range lugh neutron flux setpoint. This Technical Specification is not based on a 

detailed analysis. hut rather on the assumption that the maximum allowable initial power level is a 

linear functiun (t the available MSSV relief capacity. Recently, it has been determined that trus 

,LssumpUon is not valid 

The problem is that it main feedwater is lost. a reactor trip is necessary to prevent secondary side 

vcerpressuniauon for all postulated core conditions. t hiugh initial power levels a reactor trip is 
actuated early in the transient as a result of either high pressurizer pressure or overtemperature AT.  

The reactor (np terminates the transient and the MSSVs maintain steam pressure below I 1(R of the 

design value.  

At lower initial power levels a reactor tip may not be actuated early in the transient. An 

ovenremperature AT trip isn't generated since the core thermal margins are increased at lower power 

levels A high pressurizer pressure trip isn't generated if the primary pressure control systems function 

normally This results in a longer time during which pnmary heat is transferred to the ,~cmndary side.  

The reactor eventually mtps on low steam generator water level, but this may not occur before steam 
pressure exceeds 11( % of the design value if one or more MSSVs are inooerable in accordance with 

the Techuical Specification 

Due to the wide variety ,o plant design features that are important to the LOL/TT analysis, it is 

iltficult to pertorm a genenc evaluation to show that the issue does not apply to certain plants The 

following key parameters have a sigrmficant effect on the secondary side pressure transient: 

S MSSV relifc capacity 
• Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) 

S Margin between the MSSV set pressures (including tolerance) and the overpressure limit 
S ,Low-low steam gencra.'r water level reactor trip setpouit 

Safety Significance 

The Technical Specifications for most plants allow operation at a reduced power level with 

inoperable MSSVs. From .A licensing basis perspective, this condition may result in secondary 

side overpressunration in the event of a LOL/TT transient. The licensing basis for anticipated 

operational occurrences (ANS Condition !I events) typically requires that the secondary side 

pressure remain below I 110t of the design value.
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Westinghouse has determined that this issue does not represent a substantial safety hazard. Thec are 
several rmtigaung factors which provide assurance that there is no loss of safety funcuon to the extent 
that there is a major reduction in the degree of protection provided to the public health and safety 
These inciude. but are not limited to. the following: 

I Adequate overpressure protection is provided at all power levels if all of the MSSVs are 
operahile 

S It a reactor trip does not occur hut main feedwater flow is maintained. operauion in 
accordance with the Technical Specification Table 3.7-1 will not result i an overpressure 
condition.  

S In an, LOLTT transient, the atmospheric steam dump valves and/or condenser steam 
dumn valves actuate to relieve energy from the steam generalors prior to the opening of 
the MSSVs. and continue to relieve steam if the MSSVs do open. Since it is not a 
,saletv-grade function. steam dump is not assumed to operate in the safety analysis: 
however, in reality it is the first line of defense in protecting the secondary system against 
oerpressunration. It is very improbable that all these components would be inoperable 
coincident with inoperable MSSVs.  

4 Even near the beginning of core life with a positive or zero MTC. the primary coolant 
heatup resulung from the transient would tend to drive the MTC negative, which would 
reduce the core power and hear input to the coolant This would result in a lower 
required MSS\ Lapacity to preven: secondary overpressurizaton. The safety analysis 
does not credit the reduction of MTC during the transient.  

NRC Awareness / Reportability 

Sestinghousc nas not notified the NRC of this issue, based upon the determination that it does not 

represent a substanial safety hazard pursuant to 1() CFR 21. However. Wesinghouse will send a copy 

o! this letter to the NRC sin- aus issue impacts informauon contained in NLREG-1431. "Standard 

Technical Specifications. Westingt.use Plants .  

Recommendations 

To address this issue, the following acti)ons may be considered: 

S1) Modify Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 (or equivalent) and the associated basis such that the 

maximum power level allowed for operation with inoperable MSSVs is below the heat removing 

capability of the operable MSSVs. A conservative way to do this is to set the power range high 

neutron flux setpoint to this power level, thus ensuring that the actual power level cannot exceed



rtus ,aJue I, ctalculate this setpoint, the governing equation is the relationship q = m Ah.  
where q is the heat input from the primary side. m is the steam flow rate and Ah is the heat of 

,apr'nation at the steam relief pressure uas.suming no subcooled feedwater). Thus. an algorithm 
tir use in defining the revised Technical Specification table setpoint values would be: 

( whN) 
Hi 0 = (l c/Qol ', 

K 

Hi = Satety Aral sis p,)er range high neutron flux setpomnt. percent 

Q = Nominal NSSS power rating of the pn(t (including reactor coolant pump 
heat). Mwt 

K = Conversion factor. 947. 2  IBtu/seci 
Mwt 

wN = Minimum total steam tlow rate capability of the operable MSSVs on any 
one steam generator at the highest MSSV opening pressure including 
tolerance and accumulation. as appropriate, in lb/sec. For example, if the 
maximum number of inoperable MSSVs on any one steam generator is one.  
then w, should be a summation of the capacity of the operable MSSVs at 
the highest operable MSSV operating pressure. excluding the highest 
capacity MSSV. If the maximum number of inoperable MSSVs per steam 
generator is three then w, should be a summation of the capacity of the 
operable MSSVs at the highest operable MSSV operating pressure, 
excluding the three highest capacity MSSVs.  

h = heat of vaporization for steam at the highest MSSV opening pressure 

including tolerance and accumulation, as appropriate. Btu/lbm 

N = Number of loops in plant 

The values calculated from this algorithm must then be adjusted lower ior use in Technical 

Specification 3.7.1.1 to account for instrument and channel uncertainties (typically 9% power).  

The maximum plant operating power level would then be lower than the reactor protection 

system setpoint by an appropriate operating margin.
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It should he noted that the use of this equation will resolve the issue identified in this letter hb 
enabling iyou to re-calcu:a: your Technical Specification 3.7.1.1 setpoints without further 

modifications to the structure of the Technical Specification. The re-calculated setpoints are 
likely to he lower than those currently allowed by the Technical Specification. However, you 
should he aware of at least two conservatisms with the equation. You may wish to review these 
c.nservatisms to evaluate the use of the equation relative to your plant specific operating 
,bhjecuve', It is possible to relax some of these conservatisms for use in the Technical 
Specificaton However. relaxation of the conservatisms are likely to result in more significant 
.hanges to the structure ot the Technical Specification.  

Fir t. the abhoe equation (and the existirtn Technical Specification 3.7.1.1) is conservative since 
ii is based on the maximum number of inoperable MSSVs per loop. For example. a 
reresentative four loop plant. in accordance with the current Technical Specification. should 
*-duce the neut•on flux setpoint to 877 if it has up t", one inoperable MSSV on each loop.  

This means that the plant should use this setpoint whether there are one. two. three or four 
inoperable MSSVs. as long as there is only one inoperable MSSV per loop. Thus. the existing 
Technical Specification and the above equation are conservative and bounding. However, any 
riaxation of this conservatism must be interpreted with care. The reason is that the steam 

generators must he protected from an overpressurization condition during a loss of load 
transient. There are several events that could lead to a loss of load. including the inadvertent 

'osure f one or all MSIVs. The affected steam generator must have a sufficient number of 
operable MSSVs to protect it from an overpressurization condition. if the MSIV (or MSIVs) was 

inadvertently closed.  

Another conservatism in the above equation (and the existing Technical Specification 3.7.1.1) is 

in w,. ,hich :s the minimum total steam flow rate capability of the operable MSSVs on any one 

steam generator This value is conservauve since it assumes that if one or more MSSVs are 

inoperable per loop. the inoperable MSSVs are the largest capacity MSSVs, regardless of 

whether the largest capacity MSSVs or the smaller capacity MSSVs are inoperable. The 

assumption has been made so that the above equation is consistent with the current structure of 

Technical Specification 3.7.1.1.  

,2) As an alternauve plant-specific LOL/TI analyses could be performed to maximize the 

allo .able power level for a given number of inoperable MSSVs. Depending on key specific 

plant parameters. these analyses may he able to justify the continued validity of the current 

I'echnical Specificajon.  

O3 Consider modifying, as required, the Bases Section for Technical Specification 3/4.7.1.1 so that 

it is consistent with the plant safety analysis. The safety analysis criterion for preventing 

overpressurization of the secondary side is that the pressure does not exceed 110% of the design 

i,.csure for anticipated transients. However, in reviewing several plant technical specifications.

*
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it was noted that the bases for some plants state that the safety valves insure that the secondary 

system pressure will be limited to within 105 or even (100 of design pressure. This is not 

consistent with the safety analysis basis and should he revised to indicate 110%.
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